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Abstract
The SSGAMLP(Small Set Genetic Algorithm Multilayer Perceptron) model helps
individual evolution by group evolution. With respect to the MLP, it has better
generalization, it can get unknown feature expressions of more possibilities. The model
still exist many problems need to be solved. The number of nodes in the hidden layers and
the population size of MLP has a great influence on the performance of SSGAMLP. So
this paper focuses on the optimization of that two parameters on SSGAMLP. In this
paper, the models of several different experiments are designed. By comparing the
experimental data, the relationship between the parameter selection and the model
performance is obtained.
Keywords: genetic evolutionary algorithm; multilayer perceptron; Parameter
Optimization

1. Introduction
In this paper, the SSGAMLP(Small Set Genetic Algorithm Multilayer Perceptron)
model [1] is an improved genetic algorithm with selection of the MLP(Multilayer
Perceptron) model as the genetic individual. The main point of this model is that reduce
the size of individual training sample set .
is the entire training data set. Each
is 1/N of
. One of Its' benefits is that the model complexity is reduced to N times. At
the same time also brought a greater benefit is to improve the generalization of the model,
because of the random selection of training sample subset
which is equal to the
introduction of the random factor. The random subset
conducive to noise and improve
the generalization of the model. Meanwhile, whether the nodes in the hidden layer of the
MLP of individual SSGAMLP will affect the performance of the model? Whether the size
of the population will affect the performance of the model? In this paper, we hope to
design several groups of experimental programs of different numbers of hidden layer
nodes and different sizes of population. By comparing the experimental data, we hope to
obtain the relationship between parameter selection and model performance. Experiments
using 0-9 handwritten digital MNIST data set and character recognition is with one of the
challenging problems in pattern recognition, the practical applications include the bank
check recognition and postal address recognition. Due to the style of writing, the
construction of an effective character recognition system is still a challenging task.
Character recognition includes three steps: preprocessing, feature extraction and
classification. Using the accepted MNIST data set, the experimental results are credible.
Neural evolution may have different implementations [2], such as co-evolutionary
algorithm [3]. Evolutionary algorithms are usually used to reduce the mean squared error
between the true value and expected output and [4]. Evolutionary computation can more
effectively solve the inherent problems of neural networks, such as not according to the
problem of structure adjustment and the problem of local optimal [5-10]. In character
recognition, evolutionary computing is demonstrated for the neural network learning
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[11-13], parameter optimization [14], structure optimization [15-16] is effective. An
SSGAMLP model is one kind of neural evolution, SSGAMLP model is mainly to
optimize the connection weights.

2. Algorithm Composition
The SSGAMLP model is composed of the MLP part and the GA algorithm. The
superiority in the model is reflected in that the number and order for the training sample
set of MLP can be changed from the GA algorithm. It is equivalent to the random factors,
which can improve the generalization ability. The training of each individual MLP uses a
random sample subset Si, which is the biggest improvement to the classic GA algorithm
in the SSGAMLP model. Fitness is to measure the degree of a species to adapt to living
environment. On the survival environment, the species of high fitness will get more
chances. And those species with low fitness to adapt to the living environment will get
less chance. Fitness function is obtained by according to the error rates of the validation
set
. It has the advantage of better generalization. Crossover operation is to feature
as a unit of exchange. It defined for each node all down connection weights and threshold
for a feature, which conform to the feature extraction. According to this, genetic
algorithms (GA) can choose the better feature representation.
One hidden layer of MLP and three hidden layers of MLP can be expressed in the
following figure:

Figure 1. Multi Layer MLP Structure
Formulation of a hidden layer MLP can be expressed as follows:
. Among
them, D is the length of the input vector x, L is the length of the output vector
. In
this way, it can be expressed as follows:
Including:
is the offset vector of the first hidden layer.
is the offset vector
of the output layer.
is the weight vector of the first hidden layer.
is the
weight vector of the output layer. G and s is the activation function. the vector
composed of hidden layer.
is the
weights matrix connected from the input layer to the hidden layer. Each column vector
on behalf of the from the input node to the i-th hidden layer node weights. Activate
function

choose
or
, and the model selection of sigmoid function as the
activation function. In addition, a practical MLP can have a lot of hidden layer stacked.
The output vector can be obtained:
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The function G can be defined as a softmax function:

This function can obtain the probability value of each classification (such as the
MNIST data set, that is, the classification number 0-9), so we can use the argmax function
to get the class label with the maximum probability value to achieve the classification:
Similarly, the MLP of n hidden layers can be expressed as follows:
D is the length of the input vector X, L is the length of the output vector
can have the following vector expression:

, where
, so that you

Among them:
and
are the offset vector and
weight vector of first, second,... n-th hidden layer.
and
are offset vector
and weight vector of output layer. Other variables and functions as above[17].
GA algorithm simulating biological natural genetic and evolutionary process, and in
1975 by JH Holland first introduced, is mainly used to utilize solved optimization
problems. A typical application of the genetic algorithm is efficiently searching a large
space of possible solutions.
GA algorithm can be defined as an eight tuple:
Where M is the size of the population, F for the individual adaptation degree evaluation
function, s is the selection operator, c for the crossover operator, m for mutation operator,
pc proportion crossover operator and pm for the proportion of variation, where n is the
sample training fractions.
The algorithm of SSGAMLP:
A) Set the initial value, generation g = 0.
B) If g is greater than the maximum evolution generation gmax, then output the best
individual, and quit, if not then continue.
i) M*pc times to select two individuals from the population, then cross, then generate
2*M*pc MLP individuals in the pool.
ii) M*pm times to choose an individual, then mutate, and generate M*pm MLP
individuals in the pool.
iii) 2M-2*M*pc-M*pm times to select from a population in the individual, then
directly put into the pool.
iv) For each MLP individual in the pool repeats the following:
 Adjusting sample order of train set.
 Training individual MLP model with the adjusted train set.
 Calculating the error rate misclass with MLP model trained in the valid set.
 According to the misclass, calculate individual fitness and record the best
individual.
v) generating a new generation of population from the pool.
vi) goto B)
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3. Experimental Design
In this paper, the experimental data set using MNIST data set. It is composed of
handwritten digital images. It is divided into 60000 training data and 10000 test data. The
training data is further divided into 50000 training data and 10000 validation data. In
order to facilitate the selection of model parameters. All the images have been
standardized processing. The size of each image is 28*28. In the original data, the pixels
of the image are stored in a common grayscale image (0~255).
The experiment includes the following groups of programs:
A. An MLP contains 2 hidden layers and its hierarchical structure of structure = [[784,
800],[800, 800],[800, 800],[800, 10]]. meaning is 784 input layer nodes. The number of
nodes in the first hidden layer is 800. The number of nodes in the second hidden is 800.
The number of nodes in output layer is 10. Define it as MLP1. We randomly generate 100
MLP1.
B. An MLP contains 2 hidden layers and its hierarchical structure of structure = [[784,
200],[200, 200],[200, 200],[200, 10]]. meaning is 784 input layer nodes. The number of
nodes in the first hidden layer is 200. The number of nodes in the second hidden is 200.
The number of nodes in output layer is 10. Define it as MLP2. We randomly generate 100
MLP2.
C. An MLP contains 2 hidden layers and its hierarchical structure of structure = [[784,
50],[50, 50],[50, 50],[50, 10]]. meaning is 784 input layer nodes. The number of nodes in
the first hidden layer is 50. The number of nodes in the second hidden is 50. The number
of nodes in output layer is 10. Define it as MLP3. We randomly generate 100 MLP3.
D. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP1 and GA= (100, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP1_100.
E. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP2 and GA= (100, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP2_100.
F. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP3 and GA= (100, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP3_100.
G. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP1 and GA= (20, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP1_20.
H. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP3 and GA= (20, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP2_20.
I. An SSGAMLP contains individual of MLP3 and GA= (20, F, s, C, m, 0.5,0.45,5).
This model is defined as SSGAMLP3_20.
J. In this paper, the model and co-evolutionary algorithm were compared. The
co-evolutionary algorithm is using global optimization algorithm (such as PSO or BA
algorithm) effect on MLP or RBF neural network. The relevant algorithm description and
experimental conditions of reference [3]. The SSGAMLP includes MLP(GA=(100 , f , s ,
cp , mp,0.5,0.45 , n)) with structure = [[784, 800],[800, 800],[800, 10]]. This model is
defined as SSGAMLP_800_100. Another of SSGAMLP includes MLP(GA=(30 , f , s ,
cp , mp,0.5,0.45 , n)) with structure = [[784, 15],[15, 15],[15, 10]]. This model is defined
as SSGAMLP_15_30. The experimental data set using the MNIST data set, including
8000 training data and 2000 test data. These experimental conditions equivalents to the
literature [3].

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis
Experiment platform is a GPU server. The GPU chip is nVIDIA GeForce GTX 770,
the number of CUDA Stream processor is 1536, GPU memory size is 2G, 8G server
memory, operating system is 64-bit Windows 7, the algorithm using CUDA library, make
full use of the GPU parallel computing ability.
The experimental results of 100 MLP1s, 100 MLP2s and 100 MLP3s are showed in
Table 1. Valid_y_misclass is the error rate on the valid dataset. Table 2 shows
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experimental results of the SSGAMLP1_100. Figure 2 is a line chart of Table 2. Table 3
shows experimental results of the SSGAMLP2_100. Figure 3 is a line chart of table 3.
Table 4 shows experimental results of the SSGAMLP3_100. Figure 4 is a line chart of
Table 4. Figure 5 shows the landscape contrasting in the best individuals of
SSGAMLP1_100,SSGAMLP2_100 and SSGAMLP3_100.
Table 1. The Experimental Results of 100 MLP1s, 100 MLP2s and 100 MLP3s
worst
0.0558
0.05
0.0587

training results of 100 MLP1s
training results of 100 MLP2s
training results of 100 MLP3s

best
0.0431
0.0394
0.0453

average
0.0487
0.0449
0.0516

Table 2. The Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP1_100
Gen
1
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0278
Worst
0.0323
Best
0.0235
Gen
16
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0228
worst
0.0247
best
0.0211

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.0267
0.0314
0.0238
17

0.0259
0.0300
0.0228
18

0.0252
0.0287
0.0227
19

0.0247
0.0279
0.0228
20

0.0244
0.0274
0.0223
21

0.0239
0.0269
0.0219
22

0.0237
0.0261
0.0215
23

0.0234
0.0254
0.0218
24

0.0231
0.0255
0.0212
25

0.0230
0.0252
0.0213
26

0.0228
0.0252
0.0213
27

0.0228
0.0252
0.0212
28

0.0228 0.0228
0.0249 0.0251
0.0213 0.0213
29

0.0226 0.0227 0.0226 0.0224 0.0225 0.0225 0.0223 0.0223 0.0223 0.0223 0.0222 0.0223 0.0221
0.0242 0.0251 0.0247 0.0247 0.0247 0.0248 0.0244 0.0244 0.0240 0.0251 0.0247 0.0242 0.0242
0.0211 0.0212 0.0211 0.0210 0.0212 0.0210 0.0209 0.0208 0.0208 0.0205 0.0208 0.0208 0.0208

Table 3. The Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP2_100
Gen
1
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0375
Worst
0.0507
Best
0.0312
Gen
16
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0234
worst
0.0268
best
0.0214

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.0332
0.0392
0.0289
17

0.0309
0.0369
0.0267
18

0.0294
0.0357
0.0256
19

0.0281
0.0328
0.0241
20

0.0269
0.0312
0.0232
21

0.0262
0.0314
0.0236
22

0.0256
0.0284
0.0236
23

0.0253
0.0277
0.0231
24

0.0253
0.0277
0.0233
25

0.025 0.0248 0.0247 0.0246 0.0236
0.0273 0.0276 0.028 0.0271 0.0268
0.0233 0.0226 0.0223 0.022 0.0211
26

0.023 0.0229 0.0226 0.0224 0.022 0.0217 0.0216 0.0215 0.0213 0.0212
0.0257 0.0262 0.0256 0.0248 0.024 0.0239 0.0243 0.0242 0.0239 0.0236
0.021 0.021 0.0207 0.0205 0.0204 0.0204 0.0199 0.0198 0.0194 0.0193

Table 4. The Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP3_100
Gen
1
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0445
Worst
0.0542
Best
0.0399
Gen
16
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0313
worst
0.0346
best
0.0288
Gen
31
Valid_y_misclass
average
0.0288
worst
0.0311
best
0.0264

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.0407
0.0503
0.0352
17

0.0383
0.0468
0.0342
18

0.0366
0.0432
0.0326
19

0.0355
0.0397
0.0315
20

0.034
0.0382
0.03
21

0.0333
0.0368
0.0301
22

0.0326
0.0368
0.0297
23

0.0323
0.0362
0.0297
24

0.0321
0.0354
0.0297
25

0.0319
0.0355
0.0298
26

0.0319
0.0351
0.0296
27

0.0317
0.0355
0.0294
28

0.0318
0.0347
0.0287
29

0.0316
0.0348
0.0295
30

0.0311
0.0337
0.0286
32

0.0308
0.0341
0.028
33

0.0304
0.0328
0.028
34

0.0302
0.0335
0.0272
35

0.0299
0.0328
0.0272
36

0.0296
0.0333
0.027
37

0.0293
0.0316
0.027
38

0.0293
0.032
0.0268
39

0.0292 0.0291 0.0289 0.0288 0.0289 0.0287
0.0326 0.0317 0.0322 0.0322 0.0315 0.0317
0.027 0.0269 0.027 0.0266 0.0265 0.0263
40

0.0285 0.0283 0.028 0.0281 0.0279 0.0279 0.028 0.0279 0.0279
0.0312 0.0316 0.0315 0.031 0.0313 0.031 0.031 0.0307 0.0315
0.0258 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0256 0.0257 0.0258 0.0257
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Figure 2. Line Chart of Table 2

Figure 3. Line Chart of Table 3

Figure 4. Line Chart of Table 4
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Figure 5. The Landscape Contrasting in the Best Individuals of
SSGAMLP1,SSGAMLP2 And SSGAMLP3
For space considerations, we have omitted the table shows. Only the line chart of the
experimental results which population scales size is 20 . Figure 6 is a line chart of the
experimental results of the SSGAMLP1_20. Figure 7 is a line chart of the experimental
results of the SSGAMLP2_20. Figure 8 is a line chart of the experimental results of the
SSGAMLP3_20. Figure 9 shows the landscape contrasting in the best individuals of
SSGAMLP1_100, SSGAMLP2_100, SSGAMLP3_100SSGAMLP1_20, SSGAMLP2_20
and SSGAMLP3_20.

Figure 6. A Line Chart of the Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP1_20
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Figure 7. A Line Chart of the Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP2_20

Figure 8. A Line Chart of the Experimental Results of the SSGAMLP3_20
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Figure 9. The Landscape Contrasting in the Best Individuals of
SSGAMLP1_100, SSGAMLP2_100, SSGAMLP3_100, SSGAMLP1_20,
SSGAMLP2_20 and SSGAMLP3_20
For space considerations, we only shows the line chart of results of the
SSGAMLP_800_100. Figure 10 is a line chart of the experimental results of the
SSGAMLP_800_100.

Figure 10. A Line Chart of the Experimental Results of the
SSGAMLP_800_100
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Table 5. Compared with the Model of Co-Evolutionary and SSGAMLP Model
model

recognition
rate(%)

SSGAMLP_800_100
SSGAMLP_15_30
co-evolutionary RBF
co-evolutionary MLP
Statistical classifiers based on PSO(Zoning)

94.150
92.100
88.790
86.000
80.428

Statistical classifiers based on BA(Zoning)

92.857

According to the above experimental data, draw the following conclusions:
(1) In Table 1, three kinds of MLPs which are same layers number but different number
of hidden nodes were compared. The experimental result showed that the number of
hidden nodes more, better training results.
(2) From Figure 2,3,4,6,7,8, we can see that the performance of model was improved
with the increase of generations continuously.
(3) From Figure 5 and Figure 9, in the same population size of the case, the number of
hidden nodes increasing, the performance of the model is better.
(4) From Figure 9, SSGAMLP1_100(line a) and SSGAMLP1_20(line d) have the same
number of hidden layer nodes but their different population size. The performance of
SSGAMLP1_100 is better than SSGAMLP1_20, Similarly SSGAMLP2_100 and
SSGAMLP2_20, SSGAMLP3_100 and SSGAMLP3_20. The conclusion is that the
population size is larger, the performance of the model is better. The number of hidden
nodes and population size have an effect on the performance of the model together. The
effect of only increase the number of hidden layer nodes or population size is less than the
effect of increase both them. The computational complexity of SSGAMLP2_100(line b) is
only 1/4 of SSGAMLP1_100(line a), but after a few generations, can obtain similar
performance of SSGAMLP1_100.
(5) From Table 5, under the roughly the same experimental conditions , The
SSGAMLP model can achieve better performance than co-evolutionary RBF,
co-evolutionary MLP, Statistical classifiers based on PSO(Zoning)and Statistical
classifiers based on BA(Zoning) model .

5. Summary
MLP has the over fitting problem. The generalization performance is a very important
aspect of MLP. The Train set into n subsets. The each individual of SSGAMLP model
randomly selects subset. There are two advantages of learning in the subset. The first
advantage is to reduce the computational complexity of the individual, because the
training set is reduced. So that each individual training time is reduced. The second
advantage are to improve the generalization performance, because each individual
training is based on the random subset, but not in the whole Train data set, equivalent to
the introduction of random factor. The number of hidden nodes or population size
increasing, the performance of the model is better. The next research is to combine deep
learning and genetic algorithm to improve the generalization performance of deep
learning model.
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